The genotypic variance within, a,2, and between, oa,, random mating populations and rates and times for convergence to equilibrium values from different founder populations are formulated for an additive genetic model with an arbitrary number of alleles k, number of loci m, population size N, and mutation rate u, with unequal mutation rates for alleles. As a base of reference, the additive variance 4,2 in an infinite equilibrium population is used. 4,2 increases as k increases and decreases with variation in the mutation rates. Both transitional and equilibrium values of the variance within populations could be expressed as o2 = (1 -0)4, where 0 is the coancestry with mutations of individuals within populations. Thus, rates of convergence and evolutionary times are a function of those for 0, which involves both N and u. When the founder population is fixed, very long times are required to obtain a perceptible increase in o2 and equilibrium values of A theory for the evolution of quantitative characters when the only driving forces are drift and mutation is important as a basis for comparing the consequences of additional forces. There are also practical considerations for plant and animal breeding.
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We formulate the genotypic variance within and between populations and the rates and times for convergence within populations and for divergence among populations from different founder populations, for an additive genetic model with an arbitrary number of alleles, number of loci, population size, and mutation rates. The effects of migration are also considered.
The results are different from most of those in the literature, which is reviewed later and compared.
Population, Quantitative, and Mutation Models
We envision independent replicate random mating (including selfing) monoecious diploid populations, each consisting of N individuals in each distinct generation, all stemming from the same founder population. Our purpose is to develop transitional and equilibrium values for genotypic components of variance for individuals within populations 4,., among populations 012, and among independent individuals o.2 = 0.2 + cd, for a quantit(ve character contributed to by genes, which are otherwise neutral, undergoing mutation.
Only additive effects of genes within and between loci are considered. Thus, we may treat a single locus and, except for linkage disequilibrium, add over loci. The genotypic value for a genotype with alleles Ai and Aj is Gij = xi + xj where the xs are considered to be from some distribution with mean zero and variance 4x2. The genotypic variance among individuals within populations is EG2 -EGG' where E denotes expectation and G and G' are for a random pair of individuals in the same population. This is actually the difference between the variance of unrelated individuals EG2 -(EG)2 and the covariance of individuals in the same population, EGG' -(EG)2. We expand the expectation E = E£EbE,,, to include the expectation E,, within populations, Eb over replicate populations, and ex with respect to the xs. Let pi be the The component of variance for differences among populations is the difference between the covariance of individuals within populations and that of individuals in distinct populations-i.e., oab = EGG' -EG1G2, where G1 and G2 are in different replicate populations. If we substitute the expected gene frequency, pi = ebop for Pi in EGG', we obtain EG1G2 = 4Xjpiocx2 and letting q = I Pi2, 42 = 2(Q -q)2c42 with a total variance of T = c4, + 0rb = (1 + Q -2q)242.
Mutation is of the form that a random gene mutates to the ith allele with probability vi each generation, including no change in the state of the gene. The total mutation rate for the locus is u = ,ivi, i = 1, 2, . k, for k alleles.
Background
Before incorporating mutation into the results, it is helpful to review the situation when the only forces operating are population size and mating system. Let (2) commented that these relationships also hold when a steady state has been reached with respect to mutation or migration.
Transitional and Equilibrium Results
We extend the probability 0 of two random genes being identical by descent to include that neither gene has mutated, as did Maldcot (3) . For 01+1 the probability that a random pair of genes descended from the same gene in the previous generation is 1/2N and from different genes is 1 -1/2N, but these are identical by descent with probability 0,. The probability that neither gene has mutated is (1 -u)2. The terms q and Q, the frequencies with which genes are alike between and within populations, respectively, were studied in detail (4 
Founder Populations
We shall consider different initial or founder populations. When the initial population is fixed for one allele, the evolution of q and Q is complex with unequal mutation rates (4). We avoid this complexity by assuming that the initial population is fixed for allele i with probability p,,i and refer to this as a random fixed population. Then as an average over these initial fixed populations, or for equal mutation rates or for an infinite allele model, q0 = Q0 = 00 = 1, q.0 = q,; q, = q. + ( Nei (5) assumed an initial finite equilibrium population with size equal to that of the replicate populations. More precisely, it is a random finite equilibrium population and expectations are taken over such initial populations. For these q0 = Q0 = Q. = Q., q.0 = q,, Oo = 0, = 0, and the only change is in q, q, = q, + (Q, -q,)s,. The component of genetic variance within populations remains the same, 2 and that between populations, abt = 20,(1 -so,)o-3, increases in response to mutations over time to that for equilibrium populations.
Effects of Multiple Alleles
The additive variance for a particular locus o-, = [1 -(1 + c2)/k]2or2 increases as k increases to a maximum when k = c and decreases as c2 increases if k is finite. This latter effect can be substantial for few alleles. With mutation rates 10-5 5, 10-6, 10-6 5 for four alleles c2 1.12, and 1 -q* = 0.47, which is about 63% of that with equal mutation rates and about half of that for an infinite number of alleles. With mutation rates 10-5, 10-6 for two alleles 1 -q* = 0.17.
The assumption that the effects are random with respect to the alleles may not be too far off when viewed over loci.
Of course, Cr2 may vary among loci so that some loci with fewer alleles will have greater variance than others with more alleles. The number of alleles does not have to be very large, k 2 10, for the infinite allele model to be a good approximation.
Multiple Loci and Linkage
For m loci the total variance within populations is oj2 = 2= all -0,)o2,2, 1 = 1. m. If the mutation rate is the same at all loci, then 0, = 0. If not, oa, = (1 -0) A2, 6 = X,0,-a/lo-where a = oA, the total additive variance in the infinite equilibrium population. Consequently, the total additive variance within populations is 1 -6 of that in the infinite equilibrium population.
For all equilibrium populations and for transient populations from an initial infinite equilibrium population, the component of variance among populations is aj = 2 1,01,2o3 For an initial random fixed population (j2 = 2 1,(0, -(p)o2 = 2(6 -*Z)oAWhile mutations will lead to linkage disequilibrium, temporarily but for some time with tight linkage within a population, the average effect over pairs of loci or over populations will be of little consequence as long as mutational events at different loci are independent. It would take some unusual mutational structure to lead to covariances.
Variations in the Mating System
Selfing is included in the formulations by letting N = 1. Evolution: Cockerham and Tachida the two mutation rates with u = v1 + v2. The equilibrium gene frequencies are Pl, = v1/u and P2. = v2/u. Then his variance can be put into the form (1 -. )or, where 1 -0. = 4Nu/(1 + 4Nu) and oa = 2plp2*a2, a being one-half the difference between the two homozygotes. Thus, oa is the variance in an infinite equilibrium population. Nei and Imaizumi (11) also found this result in a study involving dominance and selection. Chakraborty and Nei (12) studied an additive genetic model similar to ours but with a stepwise mutation model. They found the equilibrium variance within populations to be oW* = 2Nnmva2, where n is the number of loci, m is the maximum number of steps in the mutation model, v is the mutation rate, and a is the effect of the mutation for a single step. They assumed a binomial distribution for the number of steps for each mutation, which has a variance of ma2/2 that is equivalent to 2o,2 in our model. With this interpretation, orw* = n4Nv(2o ) n(l -a*)o. The latter approximation rests on 4Nv being very small and on oa3 being for an infinite number of alleles in an infinite equilibrium population. The authors do not mention any constraints on N and v but a very small 4Nv is implied in their derivation of o,2 , which has a constant rate, 1/2N, of approach to equilibrium. The variance between populations is a2t = 2nmva2 [t -2N(1 -e`t12N)] for monomorphic initial populations when 2o, = 0, and oj-, = 2nmva2t when o'4O = a'24*, both being linear in t in time. The variance between finite populations becomes infinite over time.
Lynch and Hill (8) restricted their results to 4Nu < 1 and argued that in small populations there will be only two alleles segregating at a locus at any particular time. They also treated dominance for two allele models but we compare only the results for additive effects. Their equilibrium variance within populations is c42* = [2N -(2N -1)/2N] 2nu e(a2) n4NiEa2 where n is the number of loci, ,u is the mutation rate, and a is half the difference between the two homozygotes. They considered only fixed initial populations and the rate of approach to equilibrium for the additive model is a constant 1/2N. In their model, a corresponds to half the difference between the two homozygotes so that Ea2 = 2o,2 in our model. Consequently, o4* n 4NiL(2oKf) n (1 -by restricting 4N~u to be much smaller than 4Ngu < 1. Their variance between populations, like that in ref. 12 , becomes infinite in time. They also studied separate sexes and concluded that neither separate sex nor dominance appreciably altered conclusions based on additive effects with monoecy.
These results (8, 12) are considerably different from ours.
Utilizing our interpretation, their osS are similar to each other and similar to ours for an infinite alleles model and very small 4Nu-that is, 4Nu/(1 + 4Nu) -4Nu. Also, the os of refs. 8 and 12 are similar in that mutations accumulate differences among populations that are ever increasing. This is in sharp contrast to our variance among populations, which increases to a finite equilibrium value 20*o,2.
The most pleasing aspect of our study is that we can formulate the variance a2 or a2 for an infinite equilibrium population and use this as a base of reference in expressing the variance within and among finite populations. While we may disagree or argue about the appropriate value for oA2, it seems reasonable to assume that it is finite. If this is accepted, then a new perspective is provided on the time required to obtain and the amount of variance that can be maintained within and among finite populations. The generality of the results is enhanced by having no restraints placed on N or u or their combination. As expected, Wright's conjectures (2) were correct. Not so obvious was the exact form of the F statistic. Fortunately, Malecot's (3) identity by descent measure with mutation can be utilized in the same manner as without mutation for equilibrium populations and for elaborating the transitional values of the variance within populations. The transitional values for the variance among populations from fixed founder populations require an additional but simple identity parameter 'p.
One of the main results of interest is that for many situations the variation within finite populations relative to that in infinite populations is (1 -6) . The transitional values of 1 -6 for u = 10-5 and different population sizes, starting with 0 = 0 and 6 = 1, are plotted against log1ot in Fig. 1 . These provide a pictorial view of rates, times to equilibrium, and the equilibrium values. At equilibrium, there is little variation within populations relative to an infinite population when N c 10 , but it is about 80% for N = i05 and practically 100% for N 2 106.
While we do not address selection directly, Fig. 1 depicts little opportunity for short-term selection within populations evolving from a fixed base and little opportunity ever in small populations (N ' 103).
One can also relate the heritability within populations, ha, to that in an infinite equilibrium population, h. = o2/(oA2 + We have only superficially treated migration, the main thrust being on the interplay of drift and the production of new variation. Also, an infinite island model is less realistic than a finite island or other migration models considered by Crow and Aoki (13 
